Thank you for your consideration in supporting Port City Breastfeeding Project’s mission
to promote, support, educate and celebrate breastfeeding in our community. We offer the
opportunity to the community twice a year. We ask that you provide a photo release form
(either electronically or on paper) to each participant for use of the photos by you and
PCBP. We also ask that you provide a few photos for use on social media to promote
your work and the photo shoot.
We understand that this is a huge endeavor for any photographer and hope that this
document outlines a majority of the information that you may need to make a final
decision.
Time slots: Our photo slots consist of two families signing up for one 15 minutes slot. Which
gives each family roughly 7 minutes to get into position and take photos. We generally schedule
37 slots (or 74 families) for the fundraisers which works out to a very rough 9 ¼ hours not
including breaks for you.
Days: We generally spread the photo sessions of a 2 or 3 day period (whichever works best for
the photographer).
Location: We find that photographers prefer to choose their own locations, however if this
doesn’t work for you PCBP would be happy to choose the venue.
Past Locations: Carolina Beach, Downtown, Old River Farms, Walker World (Castle Hayne),
Wrightsville Beach garden, Your Pie (Oleander Drive), Pine Valley Library, Arboretum,
Greenfield Lake Fragrance Garden, a photo studio (near Hugh McRae), Fort Fisher Pier &
Gazebo…)
What Participants Expect:
- Usually 2-4 weeks turn around, however if this is not possible, please let us know and
we can make an announcement so that no one is surprised or keeps asking for an
update.
- A gallery with 3-5 full resolution downloads with release included with their session
fee/donation with the option to purchase more.
Support: There will be at least one volunteer on location with you, but ideally there will be two
or more. They will greet & sign participants in, help keep you organized, on time and happy.
What you should expect:
- To be treated with respect and gratitude and for all involved to remember that you are a
volunteer, generously donating your time to support this organization
- To be kept hydrated and with snacks
- A $50 stipend for gas and whatever supplied you may need (please provide PayPal
information for transfer)
- Promotion on our website under our “Photographers” page
- Questions and concerns to be addressed promptly by PCBP
- Some photographers offer deals if someone wants to buy their entire gallery or some
kind of discount to participating families who sign up (within an allotted time) for a
separate family or other session.
- A list of participants with their email and phone number for your reference.

